Pocket Communicator

$149!
Our new CS100 is light, loud, and long lasting! This radio was built for
you to hear in noisy conditions and heard when you need to talk! The
incredibly small size of the CS100 will be appreciated by all types of
users in churches, on golf courses, in hospitals. plants, by highway
crews, retail stores, and even public safety users! The CS100 meets
high level MIL-SPEC 80 standards and is IP54 dust and moisture
resistant!
We’ll take care of programming all 16 channels set up for private alert
or group alert, or both. BTW, you’ll appreciate the audible channel announcement
feature when you change channels in the dark, and you’ll really appreciate the simple
operating controls. This is a personal 2-way communicator that does it all with no
monthly airtime charges.
More information is available at www.info4u.us/CS100.pdf. The CS100 is covered by
a one-year worry free warranty and that’s not all. Wait till your hear about the 3R
Service! For a demonstration of the CS100, just give us a call at 800.489.2611, or drop
us an email to ServingU@falcondirect.com, or come see us at 36 - 20th Avenue NW
in Birmingham, AL. We'll have the coffee on!

Introducing the 3R Service Program

Repair
Replace
Return
$89.00!
The 3R Program gives you a service plan unequaled by any
other supplier at any price, anywhere. Here’s how it works. If you ever have problem
with the CS100, just return it to us and tell what the problem is. It makes no difference
whether it is a broken antenna, knob or clip. It could be a damaged display or a bad
keypad. These are rare issues, but we’ll take care of them.
If the battery won’t hold a charge, or you lost the charger, that’s not a problem. We’ll
replace them. Even cosmetic damage to the case will be fixed. That’s what the 3R Plan
is all about. .If it’s broke, we Repair it. If it needs replacement, we Replace it, and then
we Return it for one flat rate charge of just $89 including EVERYTHING! That’s less than
many suppliers charge for labor, or a battery, or a local service call. There is nothing
else quite like the 3R Program. You’re going to love it!

